TX-130 SABER-CLASS FIGHTERTANK
PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
Hello! In this guide I’ll be detailing my approach to painting the TX-130 Saber-class Fighter Tank from Star Wars: Legion.

You can see that I’ve chosen coloured markings for the tank that match my Clone Trooper squads, but you could of course
use the same techniques with whatever colours you choose (see altnernative red example at the end of this guide).
There are several options when building the tank, including whether to glue things like the guns in place or keep them
moveable:

I personally chose to glue the twin
laser gun to the turret:

I’m now priming the model in black,
using Badger’s Stynylrez Black Primer:

And I’ve opted to have the missile bay
open just on one side:

I’ve not glued the main guns, or the
flaps at the back. And I’m not glueing the hatch or the gunner in place, to
make things easier to paint.

Once dry, I’m spaying quite a pale grey from above. (I typically use Vallejo’s Cold
Grey but have ran out, so used Stonewall Grey darkened with a little Black instead
- both from the Vallejo Game Air line.)
It’s worth mentioning that if you have an airbrush, then you could of course go
ahead and spray on the main tank body colour if you like to save time. I’ll be using
the brush however, mainly for the benefit of non-airbrush users.

We now have a clean, pale body to
work on, but the recesses and underside remain nice and dark:

For the gunner, I’ve also sprayed some
pure white (Vallejo’s Dead White) from
above:

We’re now ready to begin painting!

For the main body colour I’ve chosen Vallejo’s Deck Tan - which you can see on the right in the picture below, and the simple
approach here would be use this to paint all of the visible body work using just that. However, to create a bit more volume,
I’ve chosen to mix in a little Black for the more shadowed areas and sides of the vehicle that would naturally catch less light
(assuming a roughly overhead light source).

I’m using a size 5 flat brush (series 56 by Rosemary and Co) for most of this, and
applying the paint quite quickly, sometimes blending the tones on the miniature
as I go.

I’m aware that some areas will be covered with the coloured design in a while,
so I’m not bothered about achieving a
neat finish here:

As mentioned, you could of course
spray these body tones on with an
airbrush; if so I’d just start with some
Deck Tan mixed with a little Black, then
apply the pure Deck Tan from above.

I’ve also mixed a very dark grey for the
underside of these flaps:

For some areas, like at the back here,
I’m “over brushing” the paint, which is
like dry brushing, but with a bit more
paint on the brush:

It’s worth mentioning that I’m not looking for an especially pristine finish, and
don’t mind some roughness or imperfection since I’m aiming for a somewhat
weathered-looking finish in the end. I’m also not bothering to do anything with the
underside of the tank which won’t be visible anyway.

I’m now going to add some Ivory to the
Deck Tan:

I’m using this lighter tone mostly to
pick out the main edges using the side
of the brush:

I’m using pure Ivory, and a regular brush
to provide the sharpest edge highlights:

I also want to provide a rough highlight
to the top of these circular gun mounts:

I’m now painting the “eyes” of the tank
using pure Black:

And I’m highlighting the lower edge of
each window:

Natually I’m painting the guns etc in the same way:

Here’s how things look so far (notice
I’ve not bothered providing edge highlights to the areas which I’m planning
to paint blue in a moment):

I’m now painting the blue design using
Vallejo’s Dark Blue:

For the panels on the side I’ve added a little Black to produce a slightly darker
tone:

For the upturned panels I’m using pure
Dark Blue; you can see the subtle diference between the tones here:

I’ve mostly used the designs of the tank in Star Wars Battlefront II for my guide when placing these markings.

And I’ve added a couple of touches of
my own:

I didn’t notice this section at the back until later on:

Next I’m using Zamesi Desert to paint
on the yellow markings:

My approach with shapes like this is
to draw the outline first...

Then go over it a couple of times, thickening it out:

Next I’m lightening the Dark Blue with
some Ivory and using this to add some
edge highlighting to the areas of blue:

...then fill it in:

And for lines like this, I’ll draw it out
very thinly to begin with:

We can go up to nearly pure Ivory, and the strength of the highlight can vary
along a single edge:

We can also pick out these rivets:

Here’s how things look so far:

Before adding the weathering I’ve decided to prepare the base, as described
in the video series. Firstly I’m glueing
the flight stand down with super glue,
ensuring that it’s pointing towards one
of the side notches:

I’m now painting over the firing arcs using XV-88:

And here I’m applying Vallejo’s Brown
Earth basing paste, taking care to avoid
the firing arcs:

Next I’m providing a dry brush of Tyrant’s Skull:

Followed with my Geonosian Shade mix
of Agrax Earthshade, Fuegan Orange,
and Lahmian Medium:

And finally, a light sprinking of Army
Painter’s Brown Battleground over
some thinned PVA glue:

I’m now returning the tank, and I’m using Deck Tan to provide some paint chips
and scratches to the coloured designs:

I’m naturally concentrating these on the
edges, but also adding some to the flat
areas too:

Some ripped-up sponge can also be
used to add these kinds of markings:

For some of these edges, I’m using
pure Ivory:

Next I’m going to use some Black Templar to paint the various metal details, such as the metal grills and side bars:

As well as the guns...

...and in-between these slats:

And the missiles and missile compartment:

And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:

And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these metal fastenings:

Next I’m going to provide some dark panel lining, and you could use pretty much any dark black/brown you like for this. I’m
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This can also be thinned down with Contrast Medium, and used to provide some
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As well as the guns:

The missiles and inside the missile
compartment:

Along the way I might re-apply a few
highlights to places like these rivets to
maintain contrast:

And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:

And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these meal fastenings:

As well as the guns:

For some areas I might re-apply the
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We can also provide some streaking
with this:

And here once again, I’m keeping those
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And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:

This is pretty optional, but here I’m using a mix of Black and Brown inks to
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As well as the guns:

In-between these slats:

The missiles and inside the missile
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And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:

For the sake of a little variety I’ve also chosen to add some additional weathering
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And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these meal fastenings:

I’ll be returning to finish the weathering off in a while. Next I’m going to paint the laser cannons; these have been base
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And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
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I’m now highlighting the side bars with
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And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
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I’ve also chosen to paint the tip of the missiles in red, using Scalecolor’s Deep Red and Antares Red (any red would do of
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course):

Here I’m just using the Guilliman Flesh and Black Templar mix to add some dark brown weathering to the laser cannons,
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I’m now returning to the tank to add my final touches of weathering. Here I’m using some Black or very dark grey to add
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some small chips and scratches to the body work:
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For the larger scratches I might also
add a few touches of Ivory to the edges
to create the suggestion of relief:

And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:
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Here I’m layering some light scratches
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I’m also adding some blemishes to the
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I’m now using pure White to add some fragmented marks at the point of impact:
And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these meal fastenings:

I’m then using Vallejo’s Fluorescent paints to add some colour over the white,
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And here I’m mixing some White with some Ivory to provide some final highlights to the tops of the cannon mounts:
And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these meal fastenings:
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I’m also using the White and Ivory mix
to draw on these edges:

And I’m providing a few highlights to
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And I’m making a few final adjustments
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And this completes the TX-130 Saber-class Fighter Tank!

The missiles and inside the missile
compartment:

And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:

And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these meal fastenings:

PAINT LIST:
Deck Tan (VMC)
Black (VMC)
Ivory (VMC)
Dark Blue (VMC)
Zamesi Desert (GW)
Titanium White (Schmincke)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Black Templar (GW)
Guilliman Flesh (GW)
Typhus Corrosion (GW)
Nuln Oil (GW)
Lahmian Medium (GW)
Contrast Medium (GW)
Inktense Black (SC)
Inktense Wood (SC)
Deep Red (SC)
Antares Red (SC)
Fluorescent Yellow (VMC)
Fluorescent Orange (VMC)
Fluorescent Magenta (VMC)
The missiles and inside the missile
compartment:

FOR THE BASE:

And I’ve painted these ariels a flat, dark
grey:

Brown Earth Basing Paste (Vallejo)
Agrax Earthshade (GW)
Fuegan Orange (GW)
Tyrant’s Skull (GW)
Brown Battleground (AP)
XV-88 (GW)
VMC = Vallejo Model Color, GW = Games Workshop, AP = Army Painter, SC = Scalecolor

And finally I’ve also used Black Templar for these meal fastenings:

Here’s how things might look using a muted red tone instead of the blue:

